S2C
FROM

STRATEGIC SOURCING
TO CONTRACT LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT
Accelerate Source to Contract Apps help you
streamline the digital procurement process from
the initial phases of your strategic sourcing to the
management of your vendor contracts lifecycle.
Synertrade’s eProcurement software is designed
to maximize savings and compliance, providing
you with flexible solutions, such as procurement
planning and contract management.
Elaborate global and local procurement strategies as well as their related action plans for
your key purchasing categories.
Create tenders in no time based on templates
to collect accurate and comparable bids from
vendors all over the world in whatever purchasing category you want to manage.

15-20% PROCESS
TIME SAVINGS

INCREASED VENDOR
COMPETITION

Analyze vendors' responses to your tenders
and take the right decisions based on
advanced awarding scenarios.

IMPROVE CONTRACT
COMPLIANCE

Drive transparent negotiations with vendors
thanks to one of the most advanced online
auction solutions in the world.

EASIER SAVINGS AND
PERFORMANCE CAPTURE

Set-up contracts in a collaborative way and
follow their performance among time.

BETTER NEGOTIATION
RESULTS
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S2C
OUR S2C APPS
Spend Analytics

With Accelerate Spend Analytics, leverage the order
and invoicing data from your entities, get a deeper
and more accurate view on your spend coverage and
take relevant decisions based on the most advanced
multi-dimensional reports.

Product Management

Thanks to Accelerate Product Management, you can
consolidate the information on your products and
services and maximize S2C and P2P process efficiency
by leveraging the potential of your product database
information.

E-Sourcing

Accelerate eSourcing is a state-of-the-art online
solution for strategic sourcing that enables you to
organize, rationalize and automate every step of the
RFx process online, from defining your needs to negotiating online an choosing the right suppliers.

Contract Lifecycle
Management

Accelerate Contract Lifecycle Management helps you
create and maintain a centralised data repository of
all the contracts that structure the relationship with
your suppliers and help you improve your Procurement compliance.

LESS TIME.
MORE
SAVINGS.

S2C Intelligence

Accelerate S2C Intelligence gives you a sharper vision
of all the data and projects managed using our S2C
applications, like the user adoption of the system.
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